1) Provide a summary for the script at the bottom right of the page. Asks the user to provide two numbers and a basic arithmetic operation (addition, division, multiplication or division), and then outputs the result of the first number operated on by the second number.

2) With this script, if the user enters something other than one of the valid operations (+ - * /), then nothing happens. This doesn’t seem like very good behavior. Next, we will modify the existing code to improve how the script handles invalid operations.

Write a new version of this script below that does the following when the operation is not: + - * /

- Warn the user that the operation is invalid
- Ask the user to input a new operation
- Try again to compute the answer using the new operation.

*Hint – you’ll need to add a ‘repeat until’ block, as well as more of some of the types of blocks already used.

There is more than possible way to solve this problem. One example solution is shown on the following page.